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ABSTRACT minent role in achieving the long term
goal of an efficient European Communi-

Growth in the market of satellite tele- cation Infrastructure.
communications for mobile services (in-
clusive low earth orbit communication)
and of thin route communication services 1. INTRODUCTION
adds to the demands of the future
European telecommunication infrastruc- In the quest to satisfy future market de-
ture, which among other demands has to mands the spacecraft designer repeatedly
meet data relay requirements for Hermes, faces the dilemma of stretching the ex-
Columbus and missions of earth observa- isting platform, retaining healthy mar-
tion and science, gins, whilst preferably avoiding sol-

utions that would require time and effort
The associated payload requirements given consuming requalification.
the present status of technology would
load the present half ARIANE 4 class A rapid expansion of the communication
platforms beyond their design limits, market is envisaged, mainly in mobile
Either full ARIANE 4 launches using communications incl. aeronautical ser-
OLYMPUS/SPACEBUS 300 type spacecraft have vices, and data relay services stimulated
thus to be foreseen, creating schedule by the new space infrastructure in sup-
constraints and increased recurrent costs port of Hermes and Columbus. Those ser-
including higher launch costs. Alterna- vices require the conception of new pay-
tively, innovative techniques already de- load configurations that differ signifi-
veloped and partly operational (solar cantly from conventional communication
sailing, ion propulsion) could be pursued packages. Consequently, a substantial
and fully qualified, preferably in-orbit, effort is invested in antenna technology
to allow re-use of proven platform de- (reflectors, arrays).Hence with the lim-
signs for double launch opportunities, ited funding mainly dedicated to pay-

loads, relatively little effort can be
Such an approach, evolutionary by nature, spent on platform developments. An inno-
would allow adaptation to the new market vative approach is therefore called for
demands without the need to introduce to ensure that platform adaptation to the
quantum jumps in spacecraft technology new payloads can be accomplished at mini-
and cost. It would also buy time for pay- mum cost.
load technology to mature, taking full
advantage of commercial drivers in areas
of electrical (RF, e.g. phased arrays, 2. PAYLOAD REQUIREMENTS
60 GHz technology) and electro-optical
applications. Market projections classify future users

into two categories, as far as demands on
Electric Propulsion can play a dominant spacecraft resources is concerned:
role in this scenario, alleviating mass/
volume problems in the area of classical (a) Data Relay Applications
unified propulsion, and reducing dis-
turbances to new, sensitive, high High and medium bit rate users in
pointing accuracy payloads such as laser data relay type applications, e.g.
terminals. It may also contribute to the for earth image and instrument data
reduction of spacecraft charging, and transmission, Hermes launch support
hence to elimination of solar array operations.
problems and electrostatic discharge
phenomena observed on various European Data relay applications are most demand-
and U.S. spacecraft. ing as regards tracking requirements,

calling for enhanced stability of plat-
In Europe, the vehicle to pursue new form pointing. This is particularly true
technologies (payloads and platform) is for interorbit communication at optical
the Agency's Payload and Spacecraft De- wavelength, when scanning a pencil beam
velopment and Experimentation (PSDE) of a few microradian width over at least
Program, in which SAT-2 is the dedicated the full visible earth disk is involved.
satellite for in-orbit qualification, Even S-band services require additional
planned for flight mid-1993. Although processing to achieve the desired track-
communication payload developments is the ing characteristics.
major objective of this Program, ion
propulsion is envisaged to perform a pro-
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Payloads in this category include: clination control requirements for geo-
stationary orbits. Whilst the main advan-

- high data rate single access tage of ion propulsion is with its high
terminals for optics and mm-wave specific impulse, the high mass associa-
communications ted with plasma generation and flow cont-

- electronically scanned phased rol limits its use to inclination control
arrays for medium data rate where substantial mass savings are at
multiple access stake, unless more than one yet may be

- mechanically or electronically supplied and controlled by the basic
steered large reflectors system.
(unfurlable or inflatable) for high
data rate single access in S-band. The main problem to be noted is the in-

compatibility in thrust level between ion
(b) Mobile and Private Communications propulsion and chemical propulsion. For

bipropellant engines, assuming minimum
Low bit rate users operating small, on-modulation, the difference is about
non-tracking dishes for voice and one order of magnitude. It is therefore
data transmission links, e.g. private mandatory not to mix operational require-
point-to-point/multipoint communi- ments of the two systems, so as not to
cation, mobile communication in land waste all potential benefits in excessive
and aeronautical traffic. fuel consumption as a result of double

limit cycling.
In addition to demands on spacecraft re-
sources in terms of mass and power, mo- This requirement calls for proper control
bile and private communication systems and/or compensation of disturbance tor-
are most demanding as regards station ques associated with uncertainties in ion
keeping, in order to allow users the op- beam direction and location of spacecraft
tion of low cost non-tracking dishes.Pay- centre of mass (c.o.m.).
loads in this category include large re-
flectors with feed clusters, possibly For the first application, it is assumed
utilizing matrix switching for adaptable unlikely that prolonged uncontrolled ion
multi-spotbeam operations. engine activity can be sustained without

violating pointing constraints. Hence
Developments for either category show a some form of sensing and control will be
trend in payload design towards high required.
mass/medium power implementation. This is
related to reliability aspects and the Whilst control activities are related to
application of semiconductor amplifiers the overall propulsion strategy, that
and of hybrids, will be dealt with in the following dedi-

cated paragraph, attitude sensing is
In an attempt to reduce cost to the indi- another issue to be resolved. Presently
vidual user, a multi-mission scenario used flotation gyros are not considered
has developed that requires service to optimally suited to support long burn
both categories through the same space- operations in a cost effective manner.
craft. This further compromises the de-
grees of freedom available to optimize It is considered that a CCD-based star
spacecraft design. sensor would offer distinct advantages,

in particular when re-use of the ECS-5
Fast Recovery Sensor (FRS) design, adapt-

3. PLATFORM CONSIDERATIONS ed to suit this new application, can be
contemplated. Application of such a low

Most platforms available in Europe to- cost/low mass device would in addition
date have been developed on the basis of contribute to both improved attitude con-
both a dual launch opportunity on ARIANE trol as well as increased autonomy for
4 and an alternative launch on Shuttle. station keeping. The latter functions are
In future only expendable launchers need in general of potentially great interest
to be considered for commercial applica- to increased efficiency of inclination
tions. control. For ion propulsion based sys-

tems, this has significance even in the
Hence a new cycle in spacecraft develop- geostationary orbit, due to prolonged
ment has been initiated. The present burn duration (up to four hours) and in-
structures, designed for the envelope creased burn frequency (up to twice
acoustic environment of ARIANE and STS daily) dependent on selected thrust level
(Shuttle), show ample margins when only and thruster configuration.
load cases for expendable launchers are
to be dealt with.

4. PROPULSION STRATEGY
This offers the opportunity to re-use the
same structure and tankage for higher The propulsion strategy pursued basically
payload mass, provided that mass distri- is that almost all chemical propellant
bution is favourable and, most import- available within the present volume of
antly, that station keeping requirements tankage should be allocated to achieve
can still be satisfied. injection into geostationary orbit,

whereas on-station life should be ob-
Ion Propulsion has matured so as to tained, almost exclusively, through a de-
nicely fit those requirements. dicated ion propulsion system.

The low thrust level ion propulsion en- Chemical propellant will be retained for
gines are well adapted to the availabil- on-station functions like longitude cont-
ity of spacecraft resources and the in- rol, disturbance torques compensation and
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attitude control. The corresponding lem. In such a case a minimum loading of
amount of chemical propellant has to be oxidizer is foreseen, consistent with the

added to the large propellant require- most unfavourable mixture ratio expected

ments for injection into geostationary to occur. Orbit circularization should

orbit. For completeness, some attitude then be achieved through the use of E/W
control functions in transfer orbit must hyrazine engines (admittedly at a loss of

also be catered for, to be included in performance compared to the bipropellent
the total system performance specifi- engines). The advantage however is that

cation, hydrazine consumption only would result
in a relatively small c.o.m. displacement

For simplicity, and restricted claims on compared to the displacement associated
spacecraft resources (mass/power), it is with the possible creation of excess oxi-

preferred to mount a single thruster in dizer. This effect seems especially sig-
a fixed arrangement, the ion beam aligned nificant in case of a two tank arrange-
to pass through the c.o.m. Should this ment in a central cylinder housing.
approach prove to be inadequate, several
means are under consideration to ensure a
reasonable solution to the problem: 5. ION PROPULSION OPPORTUNITIES WITH THE

BSA PSDE PROGRAM
(a) Compensate all uncertainties by con-

trol of beam direction through a Most of the advantages of ion propulsion
pointing mechanism. based systems are certainly familiar to

both spacecraft designers and ion propul-
This pointing mechanism need only re- sion manufacturers.
act to the low frequency component in
the offset movement. A low bandwidth Nevertheless, despite all potential ad-
two axis linear actuator might be ad- vantages and capabilities offered by such
equate for a single engine configured a novel system, no proposal for implemen-
to fire through the c.o.m. tation on a commercial system can be ex-

pected to succeed until actual proof-of-
(b) Alternatively use a 2 thruster ar- concept is obtained through satisfactory

rangement in an off-modulation mode in-orbit functional performance demon-
similar to the conventional configur- stration.
ation using chemical propellant. The Agency's PSDE (Payload and Spacecraft

This alternative suffers from the fact Development and Experimentation) Program
that only one axis control is achieved, is aimed at providing just that flight
The other axes should preferably be cont- demonstration necessary to break the
rolled by wheels, which is certainly deadlock.
feasible with a "V wheel" system as flown
on MARECS/ECS, but would result in This program provides the opportunity to
increased AOCS complexity. define and study advanced technology

developments, mainly payload oriented,
Also, the peak power demand would cer- which, following initial "proof of con-
tainly double and performance could fall cept", are prepared for flight.
significantly, depending on the required
depth of off-modulation and/or complexity A flight opportunity for a selected mix
of the power conditioner, of these technologies is realised through

the provision of the Technology Mission,
(c) Another alternative is to reduce PSDE/SAT-2. Because of the nature of the

possible c.o.m. variation by further Technology Mission, novel platform tech-
reductions in the required on-station nologies usually not acceptable to com-
propellant. mercial flights may now be accepted under

the provision that proper pre-flight
For example, proper skewing of the ion qualification and life evidence are pro-
engine might produce a useful contri- vided, as well as adequate functional and
bution to longitude control. As regards technology redundancy to at least save-
attitude control, wheel offloading and guard the communication mission. Such
solar disturbance torque compensating approach was successfully pursued on OTS,
control might be achieved to a large ex- which was a convincing demonstration of
tent by solar sailing, effective risk management.

Hence only a minor amount of propellant For this Technology Mission, the present
would be required for on-station operat- selection of challenging high-tech pay-
ions, essentially for eccentricity cont- loads proposed for flight include:
rol and possibly to complement longitude
control and attitude control functions. - a laser terminal to prepare optical

communications at very high bit rates;
The main problem remaining for a standard - a large 5 to 6 m diameter reflector for
unified bi-propellant system with the high performance data relay services
latter approach is the uncertainty in and mobile communication;
fuel loading following the apogee engine - a mm-wave terminal (40/50/60 GHz) for
firing, due to variations in mixture inter-orbit and intersatellite communi-
ratio. Either excess oxidizer or MMH may cations;
be the result, with consequently an im- - an on-board processor, to experiment
portant uncertainty in c.o.m. location, with and promote the market for a

"switch-board in the sky".
The introduction of dual mode propulsion,
using N2H4 instead of MMH, is considered
to assist in the resolution of this prob-
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The total payload complement will have a For communication systems the ground seg-
mass in the order of 450 to 500 kg. It ment, i.e. user equipment, must be econ-
will load the present generation of omised so as to cover the biggest market
European platforms in the half ARIANE 4 slice. Hence spacecraft mass savings can-
class beyond their present nominal not be made by simply relaxing station
limits, keeping requirements but through the in-

troduction of more advanced propulsion
This situation presents a clear opportu- systems.
nity to introduce ion propulsion.

Ion propulsion with its promise of a
Configuration studies following such ap- quantum jump in specific impulse holds
proach have indicated that for a typical the key to extended economic use of
spacecraft of the former PAM-DII class, already qualified platforms.
upgrading into the half ARIANE 4 class
can be achieved with an increase in pay- The Agency's PSDE/SAT-2 Technology
load mass by some 40%, retaining the ori- Mission offers the opportunity to ready
ginal sunlight and eclipse power capa- ion propulsion for future commercial
bilities. flights. A mixed technology package is

proposed as part of a harmonised Techno-
When increased efficiency of communica- logy Experiment Package that at systems
tion payloads is obtained through im- level aims at realising in-orbit qualifi-
proved reflector and feed array techno- cation of an operational ion propulsion
logy rather than increased TWT power lev- system.
els, such increase in payload mass can be
directly translated into increased ser-
vice capacity. This is then achieved re-
using the conventional, proven design
with possibly only local delta-qualifi-
cation.

Clearly, mass savings can only be re-
alised when ion propulsion is flown as an
operational system. Neither of the two
European developments, i.e. the German
RIT and the UK-10 assemblies, are at pre-
sent considered "operational" by them-
selves. A mixed package, where the high
risk technology is duplicated for func-
tional and design redundancy as per the
OTS approach would result in an Ion Pro-
pulsion Package (IPP) acceptable for
flight as an operational subsystem on the
PSDE/SAT-2 Technology Mission.For mass
efficiency reasons low risk items like
tanks, piping, valves are shared between
the two systems.

Because of the high Italian interest in
improving the ITALSAT platform through
the use of ion propulsion, SELENIA SPAZIO
took the lead in the system feasibility
study, supported by MBB, MARCONI and
FIAR. This study is envisaged to pave the
way for breadboarding and test activi-
ties, to be completed by the second
quarter of 1990.

The launch of the Technology Mission
Spacecraft is presently scheduled for
1993. Hence chances for the IPP to meet
the required qualification standard with-
in the time available look quite favour-
able, when full advantage is taken of the
previous comprehensive development effort
already invested in European electric
propulsion.

6. CONCLUSION

Re-use'of existing platform designs for
future challenging payloads is only feas-
ible when substantial savings in fuel
mass can be achieved by either relaxed
mission requirements (stationkeeping) or
increased propulsion performance.
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